
Gourmet  Truffles
MILK CHOCOLATE BANANA 
CREAM PIE This milk truffle has a 
chocolate covered banana flavored filling 
with white shavings on top.

MILK CHOCOLATE CHAMPAGNE 
This milk truffle has a sweet creamy 
center with a hint of champagne flavoring 
and white drizzle on top.

MILK CHOCOLATE CHOCOLATE 
This milk truffle has a sweet milk 
chocolate frosting flavored center and 
chocolate drizzle.

MILK CHOCOLATE COFFEE This 
milk chocolate truffle has a rich mocha 
espresso flavor and crushed coffee dust 
on top.

MILK CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT This 
milk truffle has a milk chocolate hazelnut 
flavored ganache center and a hazelnut 
on top.

MILK CHOCOLATE GERMAN 
CHOCOLATE This milk truffle has 
a sweet chocolate center with bits 
of almond toffee and coconut mixed 
throughout and white confectionary 
sprinkles on top.

MILK MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP 
This milk chocolate truffle features a 
refreshing mint center with bits of dark 
chocolate on the inside and out.

MILK CHOCOLATE PEANUT 
BUTTER This peanut flavored center is 
coated in milk chocolate and rolled in our 
crushed peanuts.

MILK CHOCOLATE PRALINE 
PECAN This truffle features a sweet 
chocolate ganache center with bits of 
candied pecans mixed in and sprinkled 
on top.

MILK CHOCOLATE SALTY 
CARAMEL This popular truffle has a 
chocolate caramel flavored ganache 
center and is sprinkled with coarse 
sea salt.

DARK CHOCOLATE AMARETTO 
This rich truffle has a dark chocolate 
center that’s flavored with amaretto 
liquor and a dark chocolate drizzle 
on top.

DARK CHOCOLATE COCONUT 
CREAM PIE This dark truffle features 
a sweet coconut filling with coconut 
flakes throughout and a few on top 
for decoration.

DARK CHOCOLATE GRAND 
MARNIER This rich truffle has a dark 
chocolate center flavored with orange 
liquor and an orange candy on top.

DARK CHOCOLATE MINT This dark 
chocolate truffle has a smooth mint 
flavor and green drizzle on top.

DARK CHOCOLATE RED 
RASPBERRY This dark chocolate 
truffle has a sweet red raspberry 
ganache filling and pink drizzle on 
top.

WHITE FROSTED BIRTHDAY CAKE 
This sweet truffle has the flavor of 
buttercream frosting and festive 
rainbow sprinkles throughout and a 
few on top for decoration.

VANILLA CREAM Hand marked with 
a letter “V” on top, our sweet vanilla 
cream is one of our most popular 
creams.

BUTTER CREAM Marked with a “B” 
on top, this buttery yellow center has a 
buttercream frosting flavor to it.

MAPLE CREAM Marked with a letter 
“M”, this popular cream has an old 
fashion maple syrup flavor to it.

CHOCOLATE CREAM Marked with a 
“C” this cream features a smooth and 
sweet chocolate center. 

ORANGE CREAM Marked with an 
“O” on top, this flavorful cream has a 
smooth orange flavored texture that’s 
delightful.

RASPBERRY CREAM Marked with an 
“R” on top, this cream has the distinct 
flavor of fresh black raspberries.

PEPPERMINT CREAM Marked with 
a “P”, this green colored cream has the 
refreshing flavor of peppermint.

CHERRY CREAM Marked with a curly 
“C” this pink filled cream has a delicious 
cherry flavor to it.

CHOCOLATE COVERED CHERRY 
This popular favorite is marked with a 
swirl on top and has a juicy maraschino 
cherry inside it.

PEANUT BUTTER MELTAWAY This 
sinful treat is square and marked with 
three lines. It features creamy, rich 
peanut butter drenched in milk or dark 
chocolate.

MINT MELTAWAY Marked with 
a letter “M”, these treats feature a 
wonderful smooth fudgy mint center. 
The perfect after dinner indulgence.

BUCKEYE An Ohio tradition, this treat 
features a peanut butter center that’s 
dunked in milk chocolate to look like a 
buckeye nut. Only available with milk 
chocolate.

MARSHMALLOW Our airy, spongy 
marshmallow cream is formed into a 
perfectly smooth dome mold before 
being coated in chocolate.

SNOWBALL This unique item that we 
make features a vanilla center dipped 
in dark chocolate and rolled in coconut. 
Only available with dark chocolate.

Soft Centers*

*All items are available in milk and dark chocolate unless otherwise noted.
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MILK CHOCOLATE MAPLE PECAN 
A milk chocolate maple flavored center 
mixed with pecans. It’s coated in milk 
chocolate and sprinkled with crushed 
pecans. FALL

MILK CHOCOLATE APPLE PIE 
A milk chocolate center flavored with 
a pureed apple mix. Coated in milk 
chocolate and topped with cinnamon 
sugar. FALL

WHITE FROSTED CHAI TEA 
This new seasonal truffle has a white 
confectionary coating center that is 
infused with real chai tea. The white 
confectionary coating shell is topped 
with a sprinkle of chai powder.  
FALL

DARK CHOCOLATE RED HOT 
CINNAMON TRUFFLE This 
seasonal truffle has the strong flavor 
of red hot candies on the inside and 
is topped with one for decoration. 
WINTER

MILK CHOCOLATE GINGERBREAD 
A milk chocolate center mixed with a 
blend of spices. Coated in milk chocolate 
and sprinkled with crushed gingersnap 
cookies. WINTER

DARK CHOCOLATE ORANGE 
CRANBERRY A sweet oange center 
mixed with dried cranberries. Coated in 
dark chocolate and topped with candied 
orange peel and dried cranberries. 
WINTER

DARK CHOCOLATE IRISH CREAM 
A dark chocolate center flavored with 
irish cream, coated in dark chocolate and 
drizzled with white confectionary coating.  
SPRING

MILK CHOCOLATE HONEY A smooth 
milk chocolate center mixed with honey 
for a hint or flavor. Coated in milk 
chocolate and sprinkled with gold sugar. 
SPRING

MILK CHOCOLATE CARAMEL 
COCONUT A milk chocolate center 
mixed with caramel and coconut, coated 
in milk chocolate and sprinkled with white 
coating bits. SUMMER

MILK CHOCOLATE BLUEBERRY  
A sweet white confectionary center 
combined with a blueberry mixture and 
coated in milk chocolate. Topped with 
purple and blue drizzle. SUMMER

WHITE FROSTED ORANGE TWIST 
Sweetened orange flavored center 
coated in white confectionary coating 
and topped with an orange drizzle. 
SUMMER

MILK CHOCOLATE PUMPKIN This 
seasonal truffle features a pumpkin 
spice center and is coated in creamy 
milk chocolate and topped with an 
orangle drizzle. FALL

MILK CHOCOLATE CINNAMON 
A white center mixed with cinnamon, 
coated in milk confectionary and 
topped with a drizzle. FALL

WHITE FROSTED EGGNOG A sweet 
eggnog center that is coated in white 
confectionary coating and sprinkled 
with nutmeg. WINTER

MILK CHOCOLATE S’MORES 
Milk chocolate center mixed with 
marshmallow and graham crackers.
It’s coated in milk chocolate and 
sprinkled with graham cracker crumbs. 
SUMMER

DARK CHOCOLATE CANDY CANE 
A sweet peppermint flavored center 
that is coated in dark chocolate and 
sprinkled with crushed candy canes. 
WINTER 

WHITE FROSTED APRICOT A sweet 
white center flavored with apricot, coated 
in white confectionary coating and 
topped with orange sprinkles. SPRING 

MILK CHOCOLATE STRAWBERRY 
This seasonal favorite features a fresh 
strawberry flavor inside and is sprinkled 
with red sugar on top. SPRING

DARK CHOCOLATE LEMON This 
dark truffle has a sweeter lemon cream 
pie flavored filling and lemonade 
powder on top. SUMMER

Seasonal

CHOCOLATE COVERED PRETZEL 
By far our best selling product, our full-
size pretzels are the perfect salty sweet 
combination. Available in milk, white, 
or dark. 

CARAMEL One of our most popular 
items, this square piece, marked with 
one line, features a fresh chewy caramel 
center.

CRITTER One of our best sellers, this 
caramel pecan patty has no markings on 
the top and lots of chewy caramel and 
fresh pecans on the inside.

SEA SALT CARAMEL One of our 
best selling candies, this square piece 
looks like our traditional caramel but has 
coarse Sea Salt sprinkled on top of it.

CARAMEL CLUSTER Similar to 
the other filled clusters, this treat has 
a chewy caramel center covered in 
peanuts and is coated in milk  
chocolate.

NOUGAT This thick rectangular piece 
is marked with one line and has a chewy 
honey pecan center.

TOFFEE SQUARE This thick square 
piece is marked with two lines and has a 
hard buttery toffee center with pieces of 
almonds in it.

HONEYCOMB CHIP This popular item 
is a slim shaped rectangle with one line 
across the top. The hard honeycomb 
center tastes like molasses.

PEANUT BUTTER CHIP This thin 
rectangular shaped item has no markings 
across the top, a crunchy peanut butter 
flavored center, and is coated in milk 
chocolate.

MINT CHIP This slim rectangular 
shaped piece has two lines across the 
top. A hard candy center that tastes like 
peppermint and comes coated in dark 
chocolate or white coating.

ALMOND BUTTERCRUNCH This 
square piece has no markings on it 
because the rich toffee center is dunked 
in milk chocolate and coated in almond 
pieces.

CASHEW BUTTERCRUNCH Similar 
to the almond version, this square piece 
has no markings on it because the rich 
toffee center is coated in milk chocolate 
and cashew pieces.

COCONUT CLUSTERS This popular 
treat, also known as a “haystack”, 
features fresh shredded coconut blended 
with chocolate. 

PECAN CLUSTERS This nut cluster 
has fresh roasted, slightly salted, pecan 
pieces inside. 

ALMOND CLUSTERS This nut cluster 
is distinguished by the oval shaped, fresh 
roasted almonds it has inside of it.

SEA SALT ALMOND CLUSTER
We’ve taken our popular milk chocolate 
almond clusters and sprinkled them with 
sea salt.

PEANUT CLUSTERS One of our 
most popular items, this salty and sweet 
combination has fresh roasted, slightly 
salted, Spanish peanuts inside.

CASHEW CLUSTERS This nut cluster 
has no distinguishing marks, just freshly 
roasted, slightly salted golden cashew 
pieces inside.

HAZELNUT CLUSTERS Fresh roasted 
hazelnuts, also known as filberts, 
grouped in clusters of three or four, 
make up this nutty treat.

MACADAMIA CLUSTERS We cluster 
three or four of these large fresh roasted 
rich nuts with milk chocolate to create a 
real tropical treat.

S’MORES CLUSTERS These milk 
chocolate clusters feature a combination 
of mini marshmallows and Golden 
Grahams cereal inside. 

MAPLE CLUSTERS One of 
our biggest sellers, this treat is a 
combination of fresh peanuts, maple 
cream and chocolate.

VANILLA CLUSTERS Similar in 
appearance to maple clusters, this item 
has a vanilla center, covered in fresh 
blanched peanuts and chocolate.

ALMOND BARK Available in milk, 
white, or dark, these bite-sized barks 
feature a mix of roasted almonds and 
chocolate.

PECAN BARK Roasted and salted 
pecan pieces mixed with chocolate 
makes these break apart bars.

COOKIES & CREAM BARK  This bark 
is full of Oreo cookie pieces mixed with 
sweet white confectionery coating. 

CHOCOLATE PEANUT BUTTER 
CRUNCH BARK This peanut butter bark 
has pretzels and Corn Pops cereal mixed in 
and is drizzled with milk and dark chocolate 
and sprinkled with sea salt. 

GRAHAM CRACKERS These large 
milk chocolate treats have no markings 
on the top, and a honey graham cracker 
on the inside.

OREOS This super rich treat features 
a full-size Oreo and is coated in milk 
chocolate or white confectionery 
coating.

WRAPPED CARAMELS These 
bite size treats of chewy caramel are 
individually wrapped in wax paper. These 
uncoated caramels do not contain soy.

Crunchy & Chewy*

*All items are available in milk and dark chocolate unless otherwise noted.


